LEGAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION SERIES # 5

MANAGING YOUR RISK
Imagine being the team that launches the next
space capsule from Cape Canaveral.
Months, if not years, have gone into the planning
of the mission. There are checks and balances
implemented on information received from
sensors and early warning signals so that the
mission can be adjusted and tweaked to ensure
its success.
Like with your motor vehicle, an airplane, or a
space rocket, would a fuel indicator provide
sufficient information to you that all is not well?
What if that fuel indicator tells you that you can
fly to the moon and back on your tank? Surely a
speedometer or an altimeter is important too?

The problem for legal practices is that with
disconnected systems - a separate time and billing
system from your accounting system, you are
unable to see this information until the month
end reports are out.
SOLUTION
Drive Practice was designed by software
engineers and architects who understand that
business managers have to have early warning
signals to mitigate risk.
The dashboard in Drive Practice was the very
first element designed in Drive Practice so that
you can instantly have insight into the health of
your practice. And it is why Drive Practice was
designed as an end-to-end solution to be able to
connect all the important areas of your practice
and present them in a meaningful way for you.
Our experienced business partners will assist
your practice to get the information that matters
to your practice on your dashboard.

PROBLEM
Why would you not have these early warning
indicators present themselves every day for your
practice?
Is the trip from home to the office just a risk you
are willing to bear? Hoping that the daily grind will
pay off just because you showed up?
You need to take heed of these signals, monitor
and manage them on the information provided to
you.
Take corrective action.

More than billing software, Drive Revenue is a
practice management platform that will transform
your legal practice – contact us now for a free
demo on info@driverevenue.net.

www.driverevenue.net

